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Abstract: This paper presents the control approach for single inverter dual coupled brushless DC motors (DCBLDC) drive system. One of the basic requirements of such systems, is the power balance between two motors and on the other hand, minimizing mechanical fluctuations in order to avoid mechanical equipment damage especially in the state of mechanical resonance. This paper also presents an improved form of the conventional direct torque control (IDTC) for the DCBLDC, which can be used on nine-switch inverters (NSIs). The conventional approaches used in the coupled motors are considered, and then a combination of torque and velocity control is proposed for DCBLDC. After theoretical analysis and drive modeling, whose performance has been simulated by MATLAB/Simulink in terms of dispatching balanced power as well as dealing with transient phenomena owing to malfunctioning of the mechanical connection line. Finally, experiments with the 120W BLDC motors are executed to verify the feasibility of the proposed approach.
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1 Nomenclature

\( S_Q, S_Q_M, S_Q_L \)  
Upper, middle and lower switches of NSI.

\( J_m, J_s \)  
BLDCs inertia.

\( J_{p1}, J_{p2}, J_{p3} \)  
Pulleys inertia.

\( J_L \)  
Load total inertia.

\( \theta_{p1}, \theta_{p2}, \theta_{p3} \)  
Pulleys positions.

\( K_{D1}, K_{D2}, K_{D3} \)  
Pulleys gear tooth damping coefficients.

\( K_{S1}, K_{S2}, K_{S3} \)  
Pulleys gear tooth stiffness coefficients.

\( T_{e1}, T_{e2} \)  
Motors electromagnetic torque.

\( T_L \)  
Load torque.

\( P_1, P_2 \)  
Motors Instantaneous power.

\( k_\alpha, k_\beta \)  
BEMF, Torque coefficients.

\( i_{\alpha}, i_{\beta} \)  
Alpha- and beta- axis currents.

\( V_\alpha, V_\beta \)  
Alpha- and beta- axis voltages.

\( \phi_\alpha, \phi_\beta \)  
Alpha- and beta- axis fluxes.

\( R, L, M \)  
Stator resistance, self and mutual inductance.

\( CK \)  
Clarke transformation.

\( P_{N1}, P_{N2} \)  
Motors rated power.

\( V_s, e_s \)  
Stator voltage, BEMF

1 Introduction

SINCE the advances in power switching devices, such as IGBTs and MOSFETs, the prices of power switching devices have continually decreased. Such improvements have led to enhancing features such as current rating and break down voltage, voltage drop and switching losses of these devices [1]. Nevertheless, these elements are still one of the most costly parts of an energy conversion system. Therefore, in recent years, many efforts have been made to reduce the energy conversion system costs. Especially, for the fields where the cost is critically concerned such as home appliances and small machine drive application.

Eliminating the position or velocity sensors [2-6], current sensing methods using resistors [7-10], and setting up parallel dual/multi machines drives [11-14]...
are the representative efforts for the hardware reduction. Among all these works, parallel machines drive technique is less attractive for researchers and manufacturers due to problems in the synchronized velocity operation and inappropriate system performance compared to other techniques. However, the parallel motor drive technique for the applications where the synchronized velocity operation is endurable such as fans, pumps, electric traction, multi drive conveyors and railroads is very efficient. In addition, in the parallel machines drive technique, the duplicated components of the system, including the input filter, rectifier, controller, inverter, protection circuit, and other communication devices, will be eliminated leading to lower costs and system dimensions. Many studies have been carried out for setting up of single inverter dual parallel (SIDP) motor drive system [11, 15]. Despite the presentation of various control methods in SIDPs, due to its inherent instability risk, few control methods have been reported for the SIDP drive system. Regarding the widespread use of PMSMs due to its high power density and high efficiency, studies about the SIDP PMSM drive are reported in [16]. In [17] and [18], the multi PMSMs drive system analyses, along with its control approach based on higher torque machine were presented. In [18], the predictive control method is provided for SIDP of PMSMs. The average current control method is given in [19], and the control method which controls both average and differential currents are given in [20]. Although the above works have been succeeded to drive parallel PMSMs using a single inverter, but, in all of these activities, mechanical damping or model-based control are used to maintain system stability, which makes it difficult to be used in a variety of applications. The maximum torque per ampere method (MTPA) for SIDP of PMSMs is also studied in [20]. Although MTPA method has proposed some solutions but it is not operational due to the numerous calculation burdens. In many drive systems with two motors, a single inverter with common output is used to feed two motors, so that both motors run at the same frequencies and voltages. Ideally, and assuming that motors with the same rated power and common characteristics are selected, using a common velocity controller for two motors will result in the generation of equal electromagnetic torques and, consequently, equal power transmission between the motors. While, in practice due to differences in the manufacture and production of motors and electronic components, fluctuation and even instability will be imposed to the system. In addition, issues of uncertainty in system modeling, measurement noise, and external disturbances of the system are among the factors that underlie using a single inverter with common output for controlling two motors and achieving desire electromagnetic torque and velocities.

In this paper, using a compact NSI and a single control board, two coupled BLDC motors are independently driven and controlled. The connection of the motors to each other and to the load is implemented via the connection belt. Therefore, the belt demolition of the connection is modeled as a disturbance of system and its effects on the drive system are evaluated as well. Different control approaches, including velocity control and torque control, are compared with each other, and finally, to overcome the drawbacks of the aforementioned approaches a combination of torque and velocity controller is recommended as the most appropriate approach to control the DCBLDC. The control method used for this system is an improved form of the conventional DTC that can be used on NSIs. The accuracy of its performance in terms of power balance and the counteraction of transient phenomena caused by external disturbances have been well verified.

2 Dynamic Behavior Model of Two BLDC Coupled Motors

Nowadays, use of two motors in the place of a single motor having complicated structure has found wide application in industries. Parallel or series operating electrical motors with independent mechanical load are very common. Building permanent magnet (PM) motors with the rating above 120 kW is difficult because of the PM limitation, therefore two 120 kW motors have been used instead of a single 240 kW PM synchronous motor in a fuel–cell system [21]. In this case, two identical motors operate in parallel with no dynamic coupling which facilitates the load sharing. Two switched reluctance motors in a locomotive [22, 23], two brushless AC motors in a ship [24] and two DC motors as buoyant wings with fish-like behavior [25], are examples of parallel operating electrical motors.

The electromechanical system studied in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 1(a), which is composed using two independent sub-systems, each one consist of one motor, a pulley, and a common belt. Two BLDC motors as system drivers, a brushed DC motor as a load, and three pulleys attached to the shaft of each motor as well as connection belt between them as a power transmission system from drivers to the loads have been considered. It is worth noting that, for large power, belt and pulley are substituted by gears. First, a sketch map of the mechanical connection line has been made, and a mathematical electromechanical model has been simulated using the MATLAB/Simulink. The motors shaft have been supposed as rigid while the pulley tooth have been supposed as flexible, and so damping and stiffness coefficients of the pulleys have been used at the theoretical model. According to the mechanical transfer system that is included two pulleys coupled with a common belt (Fig. 1), the probability of a mechanical load imbalance between two motors due to the difference in pulleys stiffness [26] and the slip between the belt and the pulleys [27], the angular velocity differences at the inlet and outlet of the motor
shaft will be expected due to the belt tension and strain [28-30]. According to the dynamic model presented in Fig. 1(b), the following relationships can be calculated.

\[
(J_{m1} + J_{m2})\dot{\theta}_p = T_e - K_{D1}(\dot{\theta}_p - \dot{\theta}_{p1}) - K_{D2}(\theta_p - \theta_{p1}) + K_{D3}(\theta_{p2} - \theta_{p3})
\]

\[
+ K_{D4}(\theta_{p3} - \dot{\theta}_{p1}) + K_{D5}(\theta_{p2} - \theta_{p3})
\]

\[
(\dot{J}_{m1} + \dot{J}_{m2})\dot{\theta}_p = T_e - K_{D1}(\dot{\theta}_p - \dot{\theta}_{p1}) - K_{D2}(\theta_p - \theta_{p1}) + K_{D3}(\theta_{p2} - \theta_{p3})
\]

\[
- K_{D4}(\theta_{p3} - \dot{\theta}_{p1}) + K_{D5}(\theta_{p2} - \theta_{p3})
\]

\[
(\dot{J}_L + J_{m2})\dot{\theta}_p = T_e - K_{D1}(\dot{\theta}_p - \dot{\theta}_{p1}) + K_{D2}(\theta_p - \theta_{p1}) + K_{D3}(\theta_{p2} - \theta_{p3})
\]

\[
+ K_{D4}(\theta_{p3} - \dot{\theta}_{p1}) + K_{D5}(\theta_{p2} - \theta_{p3}) - T_L
\]

The symbols are defined in the nomenclature. The parameters used in Eqs. (1)-(3) are given in Table 1.

### 3 Nine-Switch Inverter

A nine-switch converter consists of three switches in each arm and two input or output terminals in accordance with Fig. 2. The nine-switch converter has 33% and 50% of switch numbers in comparison with the back-to-back and the matrix converter, respectively [31, 32]. Based on output terminals frequency, two approaches are proposed for NSI modulation that is investigated by the authors in [33], for simulate the drive’s electrical system, two 120 W 3-phase 4-poles brushless motors supplied by a NSI and MOSFET switches have been used.

### 4 BLDC Motors Modelling Units

In the modeling of BLDC motor, the effect of windings damping, salient rotor and rotor induction current have been neglected due to the stator harmonic field, iron and eddy losses, and the magnetic saturation effect. It is assumed that the stator windings are symmetrical. For this system, the index 1 and 2 in each term refers to its association with the motor connected to the inverter up or bottom terminal respectively. For example, \( i_{LM} \) represents the current corresponding to phase A across the motor connected to the upper terminal. The motor electrical properties can be modeled as (4)-(6) [34].
The electromagnetic torque of each of the motors is:

\[
T_x = \frac{k_1}{2} \left( e_x (\theta_1) i_{ax1} + e_x (\theta_2 - \frac{2\pi}{3}) i_{ax2} + e_x (\theta_2 + \frac{2\pi}{3}) i_{ax2} \right)
\]
\[
T_y = \frac{k_2}{2} \left( e_y (\theta_2) i_{ay1} + e_y (\theta_2 - \frac{2\pi}{3}) i_{ay2} + e_y (\theta_2 + \frac{2\pi}{3}) i_{ay2} \right)
\]

### Table 1 Characteristics-values of the mechanical connection line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motors</th>
<th>$J_{m1}, J_{m2}$</th>
<th>6.2e-4 [kg.m²]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulleys</td>
<td>$J_{p1}, J_{p2}$</td>
<td>2e-5 [kg.m²]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulley Stiffness</td>
<td>$K_{D1}, K_{D2}$</td>
<td>20 [N.m.s/rad]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K_{S1}, K_{S2}$</td>
<td>10e3 [N.m/rad]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load</td>
<td>$T_e$</td>
<td>0.5 [N.m]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Improved Control Method

Given the great advantages of direct torque control (DTC) [35], such as high starting torque and fast dynamic response in transient conditions, this method is chosen as the best option for setting up and controlling the DCBLDC.DTC. The DTC method presented for the NSI is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this method, two conventional DTC modules with a two-phase conduction mode are used to generate nine switching pulses. Each DTC module has independent reference signals that can be used to control the up and down terminal voltages. The DTC equation of each of the motors is:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
V_a \\
V_b \\
V_C
\end{bmatrix} = [CK]
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{I}_a \\
\tilde{I}_b \\
\tilde{I}_C
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\psi_a = \int (V_a - \tilde{I}_a R_a) dt,
\psi_b = \int (V_b - \tilde{I}_b R_b) dt
\]

\[
T = p_1 (\psi_a I_a - \psi_b I_b),
CK = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} & 1 & -\frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} & 1/2 & -1/2
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Twelve outputs from switching pulses generated by two DTC modules are used to apply the NSI. So that, the middle-switching pulses in the NSI are derived from the logical XOR of the down-switches in up module with up-switches in down module.

The major problems that must be eliminated by the controller are as follows:

1) Unbalanced load sharing between the two motors results in undesirable over-load on the motors and reduction of the efficiency of the other motor due to load reduction.

2) It is possible that one of the motors operates as a generator mode, therefore, the controller must be designed in such a way that the load is distributed based on motors rated power as follows:

\[
P_1 = P_{s1} \\
P_2 = P_{s2}
\]

As (11), the load is distributed in terms of the rated power of the two motors. On the other hand, a higher-rated motor handles more load than the other one.

6 Dual Motor Drives (DMDs)

As previously described, this system is accomplished using single inverter with two separate outputs to feed the DMDs in order to access acceptable accessibility and to reduce the contingencies of an unplanned shutdown. As regards to the need for an adjusted velocity set point, the one of two motors must needfully influence the velocity, and hence it should be controlled by a velocity controller whereas the second motor can be torque or velocity controlled. Regarding the mechanical connection line consisting of three pulleys couplings with a common elastic belt, (Fig. 1), the probability of a mechanical load imbalance between two motors due to the...
...difference in pulleys stiffness coefficients [26] and the slip between the belt and the pulleys [27], the angular velocity differences at the inlet and outlet of the motor shaft will be expected due to the belt tension and strain [28-30]. DMD operation in a leader–helper control method and both motors with the similar velocity reference is shown in Fig. 4(a). The point A relates to the leader drive (M1) and the A to the desired operation point of the helper (M2) in order to make a balanced load sharing. Because of the independent voltages produced by the inverters, the second electromagnetic torque is maybe to fluctuate between B and C at the state of a momentary variation of the motors load. For the state of torque-controlled in helper motor, the motor velocity fluctuates between points D and E (Fig. 4(b)).

Generally, in a dual coupled motors, in order to specify the load velocity, the one motor should be controlled by a velocity controller, while the second motor can be controlled by either torque or velocity controller. In an ideal connection line, both torque and velocity controls ensure an identical load sharing. However, a slight angular displacement between the two motors, which is maybe to exist because of wear and tear in the connection belt or due to variation pulleys stiffness coefficient or even because of a tooth wear, be serious likely. The system operation in an unexpected variation of the stiffness coefficient at the second pulley tooth $k_{p2}$ is investigated making apply of a velocity controller at the leader motor (M1) and studding separately the utilization of a torque or velocity controller at the helper one (M2). Such a mechanical breakdown may appear in the state of exhaustion from continuous work or manufacturing problems. In this paper, the performance of the DCBLDC having a steady variation at the connection line is also studied having the leader velocity controlled and considering to the used control approach of the helper. This steady variation is simulated using different the stiffness coefficient at the second pulley ($k_{p2} = 0.6 k_{p1}$).

### 6.1 Leader Velocity Controlled–Helper Velocity Controlled

In this approach, both motors control by velocity controller having the similar velocity reference. A diagram of this approach is figured in Fig. 5. In this method, the motor real velocities are compared with the desired velocity, and also the velocity error is applied to a PI controller that generates a torque set point used by the IDTC algorithm. In this approach, the motors are worked separately. The motors run from 0 to 200 r/min in $t = 10$ ms following a corresponding velocity reference. The velocity reference remains at 200 r/min until $t = 150$ ms. An unexpected variation of the stiffness coefficient at the second pulley tooth to the 60% of its previous value is simulated at $t = 150$ ms. The motor torques and also the motor velocities simulation results are shown in Fig. 6. Configuring the two separate PI-velocity controllers, the proportional-gain and the integral-gain was adjust to $k_p = 1$ and $k_i = 50$, respectively. By using the two separate velocity controller for both motors, the motor velocities stay near to the velocity reference of 200 r/min similar before the variation of the stiffness coefficient at the second

![Fig. 4 Dual BLDC motor drive: a) topology of a DCBLDC drive and b) mechanical connection model of DCBLDC. Leader–helper control method—motors fed from independent inverters. a) leader (M1) and helper (M2) motors at velocity control and b) velocity controlled at leader motor (M1) and torque controlled at helper motor (M2).](image-url)
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Fig. 5 Diagram of the control approach of DCBLDC operation: both leader (M1) and helper (M2) are velocity controlled.

Fig. 6 Velocity controller at both leader and helper motors with a 40% reduction of the helper pulleys stiffness coefficient \( k_{p2} \) at \( t = 150 \text{ ms} \).
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d. Contrarily, before the advent of the mechanical abnormality, the motor torques are the same, there is a major overloading of the first motor after \( t = 150 \text{ ms} \). In this situation, due to the appearance of the sudden variation of the mechanical connection line, the applied load on the first motor is upper than the second one and the dual separated velocity control force the motors to maintain their velocity stable, the first motor carries more percentage of the whole load. It has also been mentioned previously at Fig. 4(a). For \( 10 < t < 150 \text{ ms} \) in the steady-state, the two BLDC motors work at point \( A \) and \( A' \), respectively, having identical velocity and also the same torque. Due to the load variation at \( t = 150 \text{ ms} \) together with the dual separated velocity controller, the real second motor operation point will move to \( B \). Simultaneously, the first operation point will be gone to another position having same velocity and generating a higher torque leading to an unbalanced load sharing.

In the state of a steady exhaustion at the connection line, the mechanical burden on the first motor is higher. In order to simulate this situation, the stiffness coefficient at the second pulley tooth was investigated to be steadily equal to 60% of its previous value. In Fig. 7 can be obviously considered that at the start-up time as well as on a steady-state duration, the first motor torque is upper than the second one. This means that although the real velocities of two motors are quite the same, the first motor carries upper value of the total mechanical load, so the total required power is not symmetrically shared between two BLDC motors.

6.2 Leader Velocity Controlled–Helper Torque Controlled

According to Fig. 8 In this approach, the first motor is controlled by velocity and the second by torque controller, that means the leader PI-velocity controller generates a torque set point for the helper motor. Thus, the torque set point could be transferred from the leader to the helper, in the specific NSI configuration with one control board do not requires the two inverters to be able to intercommunicate to each other. Like to part A, a unexpected decrease of the stiffness coefficient at the
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Fig. 7 Velocity controller at both leader and helper motors with a steady variation at the pulley stiffness coefficients ($k_{p2} = 0.6k_{p1}$).

Fig. 8 Diagram of the control approach of DCBLDC operation: Leader motor (M1) is velocity controlled, and helper motor (M2) is torque controlled.

Fig. 9 Leader–helper motor performance applying a velocity controller at the leader motor and a torque controller at the helper: with 40% reduction of the helper pulley stiffness coefficient $k_{p2}$ at $t = 15$ s.
second pulley coupling to the 60% of its previous value has been considered, and also the results of this decrease at the both motor torques and the motor velocities are illustrated in Fig. 9 remaining the same configuration for the Leader PI-velocity controller ($k_p = 1$, $k_i = 50$).

After the sudden variation of the pulley stiffness at $t = 150$ ms the velocity fluctuation of the second motor can be distinguished at the $(150 < t < 300)$ ms because of the abnormality at the mechanical connection and because of the shortage of a second motor velocity observer. Regarding the variation of the second pulley stiffness, the load of the helper motor is immediately decreased, while the corresponding load of the leader motor is increased. This leads to an excess of the torque set point in leader in order to keep up its actual velocity near to the velocity desired. The electromagnetic torque produced in the leader given to the helper as a torque set point. The applied upper value of the torque set point to the helper while having lower load leads to a helper velocity fluctuate which generate a non-damped velocity fluctuation as showed in Fig. 9. In this specific approach, the velocity of helper motor is uncontrollable, and then it is free to fluctuate from point $E$ to $D$ and vice versa pursuing the leader electromagnetic torque that has been previously mentioned in Fig. 4.

Resembling results are extracted in the state of a steady variation of the pulley stiffness coefficients and particularly by adjusting $k_{p2} = 0.6k_{p1}$ (Fig. 10) During the start-up, a slight velocity fluctuation of the helper motor can be observed which is significantly incremented at higher velocities. The velocity fluctuation of the helper motor becomes much more severe in the steady-state operation. This fluctuation in mechanical system is likely to cause resonance phenomena resulting to torsional vibration, maintenance problems, early component exhaustion and sound pollution problems. By using elastomer-type couplings between the major components is a mechanical method to enable as much damping overall the system. To decrease the menace of such potential problems, an electrical way is to certify an improved connection between the sub-systems by proposing electrical damping in the state of velocity fluctuations at the electromechanical system.

Evaluating Figs. 6 and 7 with Figs. 9 and 10, it should be figured out that, if both leader and helper control by velocity controller, the motors velocity keep equal to its reference value even in the state of a variation at the mechanical connection line while requiring a more value of torque from the other one leading to an unbalanced load sharing. So, in the state of leader velocity controlled and helper torque controlled, the electromagnetic torque of motor can be maintained to a specified desired value. But, the motor velocity varies slightly depending on the load keeping accidentally the electromagnetic torque of motor stable.

In this paper, the conception of a proper and acceptable controller based on the regard of the corresponding velocity and torque mutual errors is proposed that is responsible to balance both electromagnetic torques and motor velocities. This approach should be evaluated as inevitable for a smooth operation having simultaneously the mechanical burden identically shared to the DMDs.

### 6.3 Combined Velocity–Torque Controller

To solve the clear drawbacks of the aforementioned approaches, a combined control approach is proposed as applicable for DCBLDC motors drive when balance load sharing is required. In this approach, the both motors are concurrently torque and velocity controlled aiming to ensure the same performance at the state of a distinction at the mechanical connection line. The analytical diagram of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 11. A velocity PI controller handles the first motor velocity error (reference velocity-actual velocity) and generates a corresponding reference signal. Simultaneously, a second torque PI-controller is incorporated in parallel with the velocity PI-controller.
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which in turn generates a reference signal using as the division of the amounts of the both motors torques. The output signals of the torque and velocity PI controllers are sum together, and the resultant is used as a set point of torque utilized by the torque comparator. This is important to mentioned that using similar a parallel controller, the two PI-controllers must be carefully set up relative to each other to prevent instabilities. It means that the velocity PI-controller must be faster than the torque PI-controller. The primary step in designing these controller is to firstly apply a fast PI-velocity controller in order to prevent the advent of velocity fluctuations. As the same way, the additional slower PI-torque controller will be responsible to use the electromagnetic torques difference of the two motors aiming to omit the corresponding error. It is necessary to mention that the output signals of the two PI-controllers of the first sub-system are subtracted whereas the same outputs signal of the second sub-system are added. This depends on how the electromagnetic torque error is defined. In the system under study in this paper, the specific torque error handled by the PI-torque controllers has been defined as $T_{e1}-T_{e2}$.

Using the exclusively proposed approach, the two motors can either be leader or helper in association with the mechanical burden at their shaft, so there is no leader–helper configuration. Hence, this approach could be assumed as equivalent to a mutual compensation of mechanical disturbances between the two drives acting as an “electrical damper”.

The simulations performed in the previous sections in the identical case studies are shown in Figs. 12 and 13 for the proposed approach. The configuration of the velocity PI-controllers was maintained similarly, and the coefficients of the PI-torque controllers used for the simulation were adjust at $k_1 = 0.2$, $k_2 = 0.2$. A small degradation at the velocity of first motor can be considered in Fig. 12 at $t = 150$ ms. Simultaneously, the second motor velocity is increased a little, whereas the first motor velocity is decreased as a result due to the decrease of the helper mechanical load. However, due to the presence of the velocity controller for the two motors, both motor velocities remains at the reference values. In addition, the total load torque equally divides between two motors and there are no deviations from the reference value.

Comparing the results of the proposed combined approach with the two previously above mentioned control approaches, it should be considered that the motor performance is similar to the state of a dual velocity approach except that the steady torque error emerging at Fig. 6 (dual velocity approach) for $t > 150$ ms has been omitted at Fig.12(a) due to them extra torque controller, which has been appended to the proposed control approach. Similarly, it should be observed that the motor performance is similar to the state of leader velocity controlled-helper torque controlled except that the velocity fluctuation appearing at Fig. 9 (leader velocity controlled-helper torque controlled) for $t > 150$ ms has been omitted at Fig.12(a) due to them additional velocity controller, which has been appended to the proposed control approach. Comparison velocity fluctuations for proposed controller corresponding to leader–helper velocity controller is showed in Fig. 12(b).

In the state of a steady variation of the mechanical connection line, the combined approach is firstly responsible to remain the motors at the identical velocity preventing any motor velocity fluctuation,
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7 Experimental Result

In order to validation the efficiency and the consistency of the proposed approach, an accurate under-scale laboratory DCBLDC drive has been made. The particular drive consists of two BLDC motors and a DC motor as load, three pulleys couplings with a common elastic belt, and an electrical control board. The system rotation is consists of two three phase, four-pole BLDC motors, 120 W each, supply by a NSIs. The use of single inverter supplied by an AC/DC converter

while the torque controller uses the corresponding error of electromagnetic torque aiming to balance the mechanical burden between the two BLDC motors. The PI-controller operation under this condition is showed in Fig. 13.
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An improved DTC method for NSI. The current of two phases and the common DC voltage are measured separately for drive using Hall effect transducers. A DSP microprocessor was used DSPIC33FJ256MC710 motor control family to realize the needed IDTC principles. An experimental setup of the drive system is presented in Fig. 14. In order that the difficulty to experimentally model a sudden variation of the pulley stiffness, the performances of the three approaches are studied in the state of a steady variation at the common mechanical connection line caused by a misalignment. So, the leader drive (M2) was intentionally installed with misalignment of approximately 2° in relation to its initial alignment. In the experimental studies, the velocity reference remains to value 200 r/min. To calculate the torque, first the velocity controller is set to the reference value. According to torque and velocity DC motor curves, the torque and current corresponding to this velocity is extracted from the DC motor curves. Finally, with the change of the resistance connected to the motor terminal, the current is adjusted at the calculated value.

7.1 Experimental Results: Leader Velocity Controlled–Helper Velocity Controlled

The experimental results are presented in Fig. 15 to verify the validity of operations of the dual velocity approach at both leader and helper drive (Fig. 5) and centralization on the velocities and motors torques. The electromagnetic torque ripple can be observed caused by the IDTC yet. The experimental results done having the coefficient of the PI-velocity controllers adjust to $k_p$-velocity = 5 and $k_i$-velocity = 1. It can be considered, due to existence of the dual separated velocity control so the both motor velocities are quite the same, the motor torques are different a little, because of unbalance load sharing at the shaft of motors caused by the 2° misalignment. That means that the leader motor undertakes more percentage of the burden result to distribution of unequal load. These experimental results shown at Fig. 7 simulating a dual motor shaft misalignment.

7.2 Experimental Results: Leader Velocity Controlled–Helper Torque Controlled

The system performance using a velocity controller at the leader and a torque controller at the helper (Fig. 8) is presented in Fig. 16. There is a significant velocity fluctuation of the helper motor similar to the velocity fluctuation which is illustrated in Fig. 10, because there is no any velocity PI-controller of the helper, velocity fluctuations are may be observed and also the helper motor pursue the leader motor electromagnetic torque. These ripples experimental drive operation likely lead to expanded vibrations of the overall system. These vibrations had to be cleared quickly to avoid the equipment from irreparable damages. It is analytically and experimentally demonstrated that using this approach in a DMD with an abnormally in mechanical system, there is identical response particularly of the helper in which fluctuations of the motor velocity are occurred demonstrating ripples operation. This can be described considering that, these ripples are depend on the mechanical properties of the system such as moments of inertias, stiffness coefficients, damping coefficients and different dimensions.

7.3 Combined Velocity–Torque Control

In order to elimination the leader motor overloading reported in the aforementioned conventional approaches, the proposed combined approach was implemented having the coefficients of the PI-velocity controllers adjust to $k_p$-velocity = 5, $k_i$-velocity = 1 and the coefficients of the PI-torque controller to $k_p$-torque = 0.2, $k_i$-torque = 0.5. Fig. 17 shows the motor torques and the motor velocities. It is evident that the error of electromagnetic torque at the steady-state duration has been reduced compared with the corresponding performance when the dual separated velocity control is applied. In the state of the combined approach showing that the load is shared between two motors equally and
Fig. 15 Dual velocity controller at both leader and helper motors: experimental results with a steady variation at the second pulley stiffness coefficients caused by misalignment of the leader drive. a) Leader and b) Helper motor.

Fig. 16 Velocity controller at the leader motor and a torque controller at the helper: experimental results with a steady variation at the pulley stiffness coefficients caused by misalignment of the leader drive. a) Leader and b) Helper motor.
they are approximately identical operation point of the characteristic velocity-electromagnetic torque curve. Therefore, the proposed approach is effective and can be successfully applied for minimization of both velocity and torque error.

8 Conclusion

A new combined approach for DMD utilizations with a common mechanical load is being studied in this paper that using IDTC, which is very effective for two coupled motors drive system. The proposed approach is applicable for cases that there is a requirement for power control just through one control board to supply two motors. This method is only able to control the torque and velocity of each motor independently using a single inverter and controller. The combination of two drives in a nine-switch integrated topology has resulted in smaller dimensions and lower costs than the classical two inverter topologies. Using analytical relationships and simulation results, it became clear that the proposed approach has a significant advantage over other methods in controlling two motors, especially when there is an abnormal condition such as the difference in the stiffness coefficient of mechanical connection line. Distribution of balanced load in motors and mitigation of fluctuations by proper setting of controlling velocity and torque coefficients are unique features of the proposed approach and this method has the ability of dealing with potential abnormalities in the mechanical connection line. Simulation results are also experimentally verified using a laboratory system properly constructed to simulate a drive operation. A variation of the mechanical connection line was made by locating one motor with an arbitrary misalignment between to the two motors shaft. The experimental responses evidence that the proposed method surpasses among the other approaches making obvious that it can be trusty applied in a DCBLDC to moderate possible exhaustions at the mechanical connection line.
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